NUCLEUS
the organelle that controls the functions of the cell

MITOCHONDRIA
the organelle where food is broken down and energy is released

CYTOPLASM
the fluid made mostly of water that supports all the cell's structures

CELL WALL
plant cells have this as an added layer of strength and support

VACUOLE
the part of the cell that stores food, water and waste

CHLOROPLAST
the part of a plant cell that uses energy from the sun to create food for the cell

CELL MEMBRANE
the flexible layer that controls what enters and exits the cell

CHLOROPHYLL
the green pigment in plant cells that absorbs energy from the sun
#18 Make Cards / Match term with correct definition

NUCLEUS

MITOCHONDRIA

CYTOPLASM

CELL WALL

VACUOLE

CHLOROPLAST

CELL MEMBRANE

CHLOROPHYLL
the organelle that controls the functions of the cell

the organelle where food is broken down and energy is released

the fluid made mostly of water that supports all the cell's structures

plant cells have this as an added layer of strength and support

the part of the cell that stores food, water and waste

the part of a plant cell that uses energy from the sun to create food for the cell

the flexible layer that controls what enters and exits the cell

the green pigment in plant cells that absorbs energy from the sun
Learning Packet # 19

Quiz someone (parent, brother, sister, grandparent) with your Learning Packet 18 Cards.